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DISPOSITION OF CHAPTERS FORMERLY CODIFIED IN THIS TITLE

Chapter 260-42 POSTPONEMENTS, CANCELLATIONS AND PREFERENCES


Chapter 260-68 MEDICATION AND DRUGS

260-68-010 Commission may require association to set apart place for medication and testing. [Rules of racing, § 361, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-020 Horses to be sent to testing enclosure, when. [Rules of racing, §§ 362, 363, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-030 Taking specimens—Presence of owner or representative required—Cooperation enjoined—Penalty. [Rules of racing, § 364, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-040 Transmittal of specimens to chief chemist. [Rules of racing, § 365, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-050 Sampling medicines and drugs. [Rules of racing, § 366, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-060 Identification of medicine prerequisite to action on report. [Rules of racing, § 367, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-070 Containers—Seals—Saliva test, distilled water to be used. [Rules of racing, § 368, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-080 Testing horses of owner or trainer under investigation. [Rules of racing, § 369, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-090 Persons permitted at testing place. [Rules of racing, § 370, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-100 Drugs, stimulants, narcotics—Attempted use or use affecting racing condition—Duty to protect horse—Penalties—Denial or return of prize—Eligibility of other horses. [Order 72-4, § 260-68-100, filed 6/27/72; Rules of racing, § 371, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-110 Drugs, stimulants, narcotics—Voiding track record. [Rules of racing, § 372, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-120 Drugs, stimulants, narcotics—Attempted use or use affecting speed of horse—Penalties. [Order 72-4, § 260-68-120, filed 6/27/72; Rules of racing, § 373, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.


260-68-140 Hypodermic instruments. [Rules of racing, § 374, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

260-68-150 Who may administer medications—Reports. [Rules of racing, § 375, filed 4/21/61.] Repealed by Order 74.1, filed 5/22/74, effective 7/1/74. Later promulgation, see chapter 260-70 WAC.

Chapter 260-70 BOOKMAKING


Chapter 260-88

APPEAL TO THE COMMISSION


Reviser's note: Later promulgation, see WAC 260-08-675.

Chapter 260-997

INDEX TO TITLE 260 WAC
(HORSE RACING COMMISSION)

260-997 Commission's index to Title 260 WAC. [Rules of racing, Index, filed 1/21/64.] Repealed by 82-09-016 (Order 82-03), filed 4/19/82. Statutory Authority: RCW 67.16.020 and 67.16.040.